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Listen and point. Say the sentences.

Write the sentences in exercise 1.2

pretty - prettier 
Your doll is 
prettier than 
my doll.

quiet - quieter 
Please be 
quieter!

cheap - cheaper 
This candy is 
cheaper than 
that one.

large - larger 
His dog is 
larger than 
your dog.

smart - smarter 
My sister is 
smarter than 
me.

busy - busier 
This street is 
busier than 
that street.

neat - neater 
My bed is 
neater than 
your bed.

messy - messier 
Your hair is 
messier than 
my hair.

1
Track 19
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Write the comparing words.

 1 Lilly’s desk is (messy) ___________ than Tom’s desk.

 2 The pink dress is (pretty) ____________________ than the blue dress.

 3 Turtles are (quiet) ____________________ than parrots.

 4 My dad’s car is (cheap) ____________________ than my mom’s.

 5 Main Street is (busy) ____________________ than Cowslip Lane.

 6 Davy’s house is (large) ____________________ than Peter’s house.

 7 William is (smart) ____________________ than Phillip.

 8 My handwriting is (neat) ____________________ than your handwriting.

Answer the questions.

 1 What are you going to do on Tuesday afternoon?

  __________________________________________________________________________.

 2 What are you going to do on Saturday morning?

  __________________________________________________________________________.

 3 What are you going to do next vacation?

  __________________________________________________________________________.

messier

1
Lilly’s desk is messier than 

Tom’s desk.

1 What are you going to do on Tuesday afternoon?
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Read the texts about Marlin Bay and Tongaliki Beach.

Match the sentences to the places.

 1 It’s larger.

 2 It’s smaller.

 3 It’s busier.      Marlin Bay

 4 It’s cleaner.

 5 It’s cheaper.

 6 It’s quieter.      Tongaliki Beach

 7 It’s hotter.

 8 It’s older.

Choose a vacation in Marlin Bay 
or Tongaliki Beach. Say why you 
want to go. Ask your friends.

Marlin Bay is 350 years old. It’s 

a pretty place.
Marlin Bay is small. There are 

only two hotels.
The beach is very quiet, but it’s 

a little dirty. 
In the summer, it’s hot.

You can sleep in your tent at 

Marlin Bay, so it's a cheap place 

for a family vacation.

Tongaliki Beach is 75 years old. 
It’s very, very pretty. 
Tongaliki Beach is a very large 
place and there are a lot of 
hotels and people there. 
In the summer, it’s very, very hot.
The beach is very busy, but it’s 
very clean. 
You need a lot of money to stay 
at Tongaliki Beach. 

1

2

Where do you 
want to go?

I want to go to Marlin 
Bay because 
it’s smaller. 

3
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Write the names of all the friends.

My friend Mitty is small and pretty,
But my friend Paula is younger and taller,
My friend Tig is noisy and big,
But my friend Gina is quieter and cleaner,
My friend Dudley is short and ugly,
But my friend Marta is fatter and smarter!

______________

______________

______________

______________ ______________

______________Mitty

2

                       My friends1
Track 20
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Read the postcard about Disney World.

Dear Lori,

We’re having a wonderful vacation here in Disney World. Imagine 

this, it’s bigger than the city of San Francisco! You can meet all the 

Disney characters here. It’s better to say “Hi” to them than to see 

them in books. I think you know that Disney World is newer and bigger than 

Disneyland. It isn’t very expensive. Dad says it’s cheaper than other vacations. 

Disney World has four sections. The Magic Kingdom is older than the other 

sections and it’s nicer for really young kids. Suki loves it. But I like the Epcot 

Center better. It has activities for older children. Disney’s Animal Kingdom is 

newer than the other parts of Disney World. We’re going to go there tomorrow. 

We’re going to visit the Disney MGM studios on Wednesday.

See you soon,

Lizzie

Read the postcard again. Match the parts of the sentences.

 1 Disney World is bigger than the other sections.

 2 Lizzie thinks the Epcot Center is better than other vacations.

 3 Magic Kingdom is older than San Francisco.

 4 Disney World is newer than Magic Kingdom.

 5 Going to Disney World is cheaper than Disneyland.

Disney World.

1

2
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Imagine you are on vacation. Write a postcard to a friend.

 1 Where are you on vacation?

 2 What can you do there?

 3 Compare your vacation place with another place you know. 

  Choose from these comparing words:

bigger      smaller      newer      older      cheaper   

nicer      cleaner      prettier      quieter

   a vacation.   a vacation.   a vacation.   a vacation.

1
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Write sentences comparing the farm and the ranch.

 1 The rancher (old) _____________________________________ the farmer.

 2 The ranch (pretty) ______________________________________ the farm.

 3 The farm (busy) _______________________________________ the ranch.

 4 The farmer’s family (big) _____________________ the rancher’s family.

 5 The rancher’s car (small) _________________________ the farmer’s car.

 6 The ranch (clean) ___________________________________ as the farm.

isn’t as old as

farm

ranch

The farm isn’t as big as 
the ranch.

1
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Social Studies: identifying animal characteristics
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Answer the quiz. Circle T (true) or F (false).
 a)  African elephants are bigger than Asian elephants. T F

 b) A giraffe is taller than any other animal. T F

 c) Llamas are larger than ostriches. T F

 d) Elephants swim faster than hippos.  T F

 e) An eagle is prettier than a peacock.    T F

 

Make sentences to compare two animals.

3

2

Talk about animals.

Dolphins are smarter 
than whales.

Make sentences to compare two animals.Make sentences to compare two animals.
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